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CloudOps Services
CloudOps is a cloud consulting, delivery, and services company focused on open source, cloud
platforms, networking and DevOps to transform, support and evolve cloud native practices.

What does CloudOps do?
•• Facilitates move to the cloud and DevOps adoption
•• Strategic partnerships with:
»» public clouds (including Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure,
and Google Cloud)
»» on-premises private cloud solutions (such as RedHat OpenStack,
Apache CloudStack, and VMWare)
»» Canadian regional cloud (cloud.ca)
»» Best-of-breed technology partners
•• CloudOps’ experts understand business and technical goals of each customer
•• Designs, builds, and executes a successful cloud strategy with a mix of open
source software, partner tools, and our own automation practices

What is DevOps and how does it relate to cloud?
•• The combination of cultural philosophies, practices, and tools that increases
an organization’s ability to deliver applications and services at high velocity
•• Evolve and improve products at a faster pace than traditional software
development and infrastructure processes
•• Development and operations teams should work closely together to
increase efficiency and time to market for applications running in the cloud
•• Deploy and deliver your applications in the cloud via a DevOps pipeline
and application platform

How does CloudOps help organizations become
DevOps-ready and move to the cloud?
•• Customer journeys typically begin via:
»» a hands-on workshop, or
»» an assessment of current technology stack and desired outcomes
•• Results can lead to professional services (PS) and/or 24 x 7 SOC 2 managed
or augmented tier 2/3 support services
•• CloudOps can:
»» build a customer’s application platform, and ensure knowledge transfer
so that their own DevOps team can successfully operate it, or
»» build, operate, and fully support the application platform for them
so they can focus on their code

CloudOps
promises to:
“Git” you
there faster!

Best time to value
with our expertise
and automation

Empower
operations

With workshops,
consulting,
and support

The right
expertise at
the right time

Augmented
support is always
there to help

Own your
destiny
With or
without us
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CloudOps Services

Workshops

Hands-on training on DevOps
tools, cloud native projects, and
infrastructure platforms

DevOps Platform as a Service
and Managed Services
Focus on your code, let our team
manage the application platform

DevOps Platform and
Practices Assessment

An objective evaluation of current
vs. desired states to achieve
business and technical goals

DevOps Transformation

From culture to tooling, decison
makers to hands-on roles, learn to
adopt and thrive in a DevOps model

Augmented Support

24 x 7 support for your operations
team when escalation is required
on solutions we put in place

Learning and
Enablement

Professional
Services

Workshops

Infrastructure
consulting services

DevOps Platform
and Practices
Assessment

App platform
consulting services

DevOps
Transformation

Lift, shift and
application refactoring

Operational and
Platform Support

Managed
Services

Augmented
Support

CloudOps is a cloud consulting and services company focused on
open source, cloud platforms and networking. We help businesses
thrive in a data driven software economy with successful adoption
and operation of cloud platforms, enabling self-service, utility
economics and API-automated, continuous delivery of IT.
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